. . . Turning Practice . . .

Following is a diagram of an exercise I have found to be extremely helpful in learning to get control of my
bike during slow speed turns. In an empty parking lot find a row of parking lines and approach them (as
shown in the lower left corner). At the end of a line make a HARD right turn and continue it until you are
lined up with another line. Ride that line and at the end of it make a HARD left turn and continue this
weaving back and forth (left/right) as often as you can until you can ride each SECOND line. The diagram
shows riding each THIRD line which is what most people can do with a little practice.

It is not so much that you learn how far your bike can lean as it is that you learn to aggressively
STEER (not counter-steer) at the beginning of each change of direction and what the bike feels like
as you establish control of it during the resulting lean.
And, for those of you that like little 'aids' like small orange cones or half tennis balls to mark your desired
course - I recommend that you NOT use them at all. They encourage too much attention to themselves as
'targets' - you try entirely too hard NOT to hit them if you get close to them, or too hard to get close to
them if you are not very close, and in the process your attention is distracted from the real purpose of the
practice. However, if you must use something like the cones to keep track of your objective course then I
recommend that you NOT place them on the ends of the lines but rather in the middle of them (at the
spots marked 'X') so that you are encouraged to target 'thru' the turn to where you actually want to end
up - else you will find yourself always too wide (crossing the line.) [This is a secondary lesson. That is,
using the cones at the start of the lines demonstrates target fixation problems. Using them in the middle
of the lines demonstrates that you can USE target fixation to *your* advantage.]

When you first start doing this exercise don't be surprised that you can make the FOURTH line in one
direction and not even that in the other direction. That is why you are practicing, right? To find out what
your abilities are and improve them.

Also, if you find yourself even modestly disoriented while doing this - STOP and recover your sense of equilibrium before
continuing.

Finally, if you NEVER manage to be able to make the second line - so what? The objective is not to teach yourself how to
make the tightest turns, it is to teach yourself how to get (establish) and maintain control of your bike in slow turns. As you
learn your limits you can be satisfied with progress made (because you can see it) and either come back for more practice
at another time or not. The bigger your bike is, the harder it will be to wrestle it into a second line alignment - of course.
Again, that is input for you to consider, not a mandate that you make your bike behave like it's 300 pounds lighter than it
actually is.

A bit of geometry
By: James R. Davis

There are times when you must make a slow-speed short-radius turn. For example, when
doing a U-turn on a two-lane road. Most riders realize that you must lean your bike very
aggressively to accomplish such a turn, but almost as many have no idea how to do that
or why. That is, they find it difficult to rationalize a steep lean when all their prior
experience argues that at slow speeds they need to keep their bikes as close to vertical as
possible in order to prevent it from falling over.
So, let's first look at the 'why' of it - why does a steep lean angle result in a short radius
turn?
If you were to draw a line through the axle of your front wheel and extend it towards the inside of your
turn it would point to the center of that turn. If your bike was vertical while making the turn that line
would not, however, be pointing at the ground. If there was a pole stuck in the ground at the center of
your turn that line would intersect it at the height of your axle. In that case the radius of your turn
would be the length of that line. Let's just say that the length of that imaginary line, the radius of the
turn, was 30 feet in length. But, of course, your bike was leaned modestly towards the inside of the
turn so the line would intersect that pole at some point lower than the height of your axle. Indeed, if
your lean angle was significant that line could actually intersect that pole below ground level. In the
illustration below you will see how leaning a bike at 45 degrees will shorten the radius from the 30
feet it was when vertical to about 21 feet for a given handlebar turn angle. (I selected the extreme
lean angle of 45 degrees because that is your approximate limit on a street bike before dragging a
peg.)

So now you know that the steeper the lean angle, the shorter the radius at any handlebar
turn angle. The diagram above is not intended to suggest that if you can ride a 30 foot
radius curve at near vertical you can ride a 21 foot radius curve with a bike lean of 45
degrees. Rather, it shows the paths taken by a bike that has the same handlebar turn
angle given different lean angles.
The next thing you need to know is HOW TO LEAN the bike significantly at slow speeds.
That is done by offsetting your body towards the outside of the turn - usually called
'counter-balancing'. When you do that the bike itself leans farther into the turn in order to
maintain the same Center of Gravity. This, in turn, means that the force of gravity remains
exactly balanced with centrifugal force so the bike neither falls into the turn nor widens the
radius.
I drew the picture pretty quickly and so its proportions are off but I think it accurately
represents the concepts described.

In the real world you do not ride circles very often. When you want to make a shortest
radius turn at slow speeds you will oversteer the handlebars into the turn (along with
counterweight shifting) and cause the bike to 'fall' into the turn then you will increase
speed and 'drive out of the fall' and into the path you wanted in the first place.
If you did want to ride in a circle, however, then you will need to increase your speed to
maintain a steep lean angle.
For perspective ... if you were making a 30 foot radius turn at 10 MPH then your lean
angle would be very close to 13 degrees. If you wanted to maintain that 30 foot radius turn
but use a 45 degree lean angle you would need to do it at about 21 MPH. If you wanted to
do a 21 foot radius turn with a lean angle of 45 degrees your speed would only have to be
increased to about 18 MPH.
(Theoretically, if you wanted to maintain your 10 MPH speed using a 45 degree lean angle
you could manage a 7 foot radius turn.)
A Canadian member (BC-Byron) of our motorcycles safety discussion forum produced a
graphic that is reproduced below which contains all of the formulas necessary to calculate
or verify the information contained in this article.

One last thing ... does the height of your Center of Gravity determine whether or not you
can make a short-radius turn or limit how short that radius can be because it limits lean
angle?
The height of your Center of Gravity does NOT determine lean angle. As we have
discussed to excess here, the lean angle is established by speed and radius of your turn.
(Though it is true that a higher Center of Gravity means that it is closer to the center of a
circle you are making when leaned over, thus resulting in a lower centrifugal force, the
effect is trivial for all practical purposes.)
So just what part does the height of your Center of Gravity play?
It's fundamental contribution in this discussion is a determinant of how easily you can
cause the bike to lean. (A low CofG bike is far easier to lean than is a higher one.)
Though the height of your CofG does not affect lean angle it is the principal factor in
determining when you will lose control of your bike in a turn when acceleration or
deceleration are involved. The higher the CofG is relative to your wheelbase, the sooner
you will lose control if you either accelerate or decelerate. That is, weight transfer is
greater the higher the CofG is relative to wheelbase at any given acceleration or
deceleration rate.
Acceleration caused loss of control usually occurs as a result of losing traction on the front
tire to the point that it slides.
On the other hand, braking caused loss of control usually occurs as a result of losing
traction on the rear tire to the point that it slides.
High rates of acceleration or an unusually high CofG can cause the rear tire to lose
traction before the front one does.
Anyway, to get back on point ... no matter the height of your CofG, for any given speed
and turn radius you will have the same lean angle.
So, let's add some 'practical' information here beyond the geometry and physics.

To perform a maximum lean, shortest radius, slow-speed turn you must counter-balance
during the turn. But how do you control the speed and manage centrifugal force?
You control a motorcycle at slow speed primarily with your left hand! That is, by controlling
your clutch's friction zone. You use your throttle only for the purpose of assuring that
engine speed is greater than you need and you use the clutch lever to slip the clutch and
manage your speed with vernier-like precision.
What actually happens is that you steer (not counter-steer) your handlebars into the turn
aggressively as you slide your body weight towards the outside of the turn and let the bike
lean as far as you want it to go. You pay attention to how your body feels - it becomes
'sensitive' to the balance of gravity and centrifugal forces and based on that feeling you
adjust your speed WITH YOUR LEFT HAND.
Experience (ain't practice grand?) changes doubt into familiar confidence. You will be able
to 'dial in' the right combination of lean angle and shifted body weight almost instantly after
you teach your body what the right combination feels like.
This message describes a practice that I think is an ideal way to learn how to make short
radius slow speed turns.
You want to be able to make tight turns - sometimes they are necessary such as doing a
U-turn on a two-lane road. To do so you MUST lean your bike farther than you would for a
normal turn at that speed.
As to dragging pegs ... that's just a limit indication. It's saying you have leaned it as far as
you can safely do so, more or less.

